Don’t just offer online payments. Create a wave of adoption.

**Easy, Self-Service**
This is SchoolPay’s most important attribute to adoption and our most-proud feature. School districts tell us that SchoolPay has been the easiest new software for their sites to adopt. We are relentlessly focused on ease-of-use.

**Comprehensive**
Our service was originally built to serve all K12 payment needs. While others have been working to support payments that differ from their core competency, we’ve polished our original features. Fifteen years later, we have an enviable and unrivaled feature set.

**Enterprise Expertise**
Our client list speaks for itself: the largest districts rely on SchoolPay. More impressive: your departments’ unique payment needs will be fully met. We’re focused on your adoption! Without your department participation (and satisfaction) you won’t get the adoption you should achieve.

Hundreds of nonprofit groups, who rotate volunteers annually, have no problem keeping their SchoolPay working for them!

You simply will not have a payment need or a business requirement that we are unable to support.

Turn to page 4 for a case study on how a large, K12-enterprise leveraged the full power of SchoolPay’s expertise to make a huge adoption wave that produced tangible results.
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EASY, SELF-SERVICE

**You Build**
You certainly can count on us to help you build any payment item, but the best part is you won’t need us.

**You Edit**
Need to fix a typo, change a price, or add something you forgot to a description? No problem. You can edit any time with changes live immediately.

**You Go Live**
Again, you won’t need us. Your items can be live any time you choose. Easier yet: schedule them to turn on and off automatically.

---

**Real-time Custom Reporting**
SchoolPay has loads of reporting formats. Every one has been carefully built to make reconciliation a snap. We have many schools doing handsfree reconciliation. Custom Reports allow you to build reporting exactly how you want it. You pick the exact data sets, order the data how you prefer, and even change field names to match your needs.

![Custom Reporting](image)

1. Simply **DRAG** preferred data sets, **& DROP** into your custom report template.
2. Fine tune by specifying the order and even custom naming your data fields.

---

**Intuitive Functions Specifically Built for K12**

- **Have you ever had a field trip cancelled?**
  You’ll love our mass refund feature. It’s easy as 1, 2, 3.

- **Do you have software systems that collect payment without data you need for accounting?**
  Oh you’re going to love us. We can turn that data into a handsfree journal entry.

- **Hate the idea of training your team on something new?**
  Departments will continue to use their specialized software. Admins who use SchoolPay tell us our design makes it the easiest software they use.

![Intuitive Functions](image)

1. Filter your report by item title
2. Select all
3. Refund all your field trip payments at once!

---
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We support integrations with **nearly every** department software in K12

![Logos of various software integrations]

...and many, many more!

**Modes of payment:**
- online, in-person, tablet and mobile

**Methods of payment:**
- credit card, electronic check, and all forms of physical currency

**Everyone...**
SchoolPay can be made available to both logged-in users and the community who often elect to check out as guest users. Control this access on an item-by-item basis.

**...Together in One Place**
Payments are much easier to audit when you use one, comprehensive, PCI-DSS solution, instead of many vendors with varying degrees of compliance. Real-time payment data centralized in one location means comprehensive transparency and access.
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The Best Solution for Districts of Every Size

We are the solution of choice for large enterprises because only SchoolPay’s depth and breadth of features meet their wide needs. Those same features are easily used by smaller entities and even non-profit groups.

All Your Needs Met for Every Department

From library fees, to bookkeeping, to food service, to communications, SchoolPay has expertise in delivering the best solution to fit the specific needs of all departments in your school or district.

We Power Payments and Data

We don’t replace your specialized department software, we merely power all your payments and move data handsfree between systems.

NOW THAT’S A SPLASH!

Portland Public Schools showed what can happen when they:

1. Connect all their department software to SchoolPay
2. Follow SchoolPay’s prescribed rollout plan
3. Embrace unified payments as an enterprise, even including their non-profits

6500 BOOKKEEPER HRS SAVED IN YEAR ONE